


Values
Values The values of the Trans Bhutan Trail are based on the four pillars of Gross National Happiness.

Good Governance – The Trans Bhutan Trail maintains a thoughtful, engaged and inclusive governance
structure to ensure the long-term sustainability of the trail. 

Sustainable Socio-Economic Development – The Trans Bhutan Trail strives to ensure that the trail
contributes to sustainable livelihoods for the people who reside in communities through which it travels. 

Preservation and Promotion of Culture – The Trans Bhutan Trail preserves and celebrates the hundreds of
sites of cultural significance along it’s way, connecting generations as a living experiential classroom for the
sharing of knowledge, story and history. 

Environmental Conservation – The Trans Bhutan Trail protects the delicate ecosystems through which it
passes, ensuring that generations to come will be able to appreciate clean water, fresh air and diverse flora
and fauna across Bhutan.

Mission
The Trans Bhutan Trail’s mission is to refurbish, protect, promote and sustain the ancient East-West route across
Central Bhutan between Haa and Trashigang.

Vision
The Trans Bhutan Trail’s vision is the creation of a link between Bhutan’s past, present and future. 

We preserve this trail out of respect for our ancestors, as a symbol of National Unity.  

We celebrate this trail as a connection between communities across the Nation.  

We protect this trail as a gift to future generations.



D O R J I  D H R A D H U L

Chair, Trans Bhutan Trail Project

Director-General, Tourism Council of Bhutan

Greetings from the Chair of the Trans Bhutan

Trail, 

Centuries ago, the ancestors constructed trails

connecting the country from East to West. At

the time, they knew that by connecting regions

from East to West communication would be

faster, the trade would be enhanced, the

defense would be stronger, and links of culture

and language would be reinforced. In the late

60s and early 70s, the National Highway and

the subsidiary connecting roads replaced the

ancient route as Bhutan entered the modern

world. But the trail has retained its symbolic

importance to the nation and, like other long-

distance trails around the world, its value as a

contribution to Bhutan’s international tourism

offerings has also emerged.

Based on His Majesty’s Vision, in its first year

of activity, the Trans Bhutan Trail Project has

established a 430km long trekking route from

Haa to Trashigang crossing 9 Dzongkhags. The

TBT connects the remaining sections of the

ancient route with new segments celebrating

the cultural heritage, bio-diversity, stunning

landscape, and welcoming hospitality of

communities across the Nation. As a result, the

TBT is set to become one of the world’s great

trekking trails.

partnership with our International friends from

Bhutan Canada Foundation to seed, initiate,

and oversee the project. We are grateful to the

Royal Government of Bhutan for critical stimulus

funding which allowed for the hiring of over 700

individuals impacted by the pandemic, to

undertake trial work, as we are to the local

leadership in 28 Gewogs and Phrumsingla

National Park, who coordinated this activity.

Desuung, Forestry, National Land Commission,

Royal Society for the Protection of Nature, and

9 Dzongkhags have also provided valuable

input and resources along the way.

Finally, thank you to the countless individuals

who have put their mark on this extraordinary

project. You are the Trail Community that will

ensure the long-term sustainability of the TBT.

There is no question that 2020 has been one of

the most challenging years in a generation. The

Trans Bhutan Trail Project has been successful,

despite the many obstacles in our path. I look

forward to welcoming the Bhutanese people

and long-distance trekkers from around the

world to walk in the footsteps of our ancestors,

for many years to come.

On behalf of the Steering Committee, I would

like to thank all those who have contributed

to the Trans Bhutan Trail project in 2020.

Thank you to colleagues at Tourism Council of

Bhutan who has worked in close 

On behalf of the Steering Committee, I would

like to thank all those who have contributed to

the Trans Bhutan Trail project in 2020.

Together we are stronger.

Tashi Delek,



S A M  B L Y T H

Founder and Chair, 

Bhutan Canada Foundation

Greetings from the Founder and Chair

of the Bhutan Canada Foundation,

On behalf of the Bhutan Canada

Foundation and its directors I would like

to congratulate Dasho Dorji Dhradhul,

Dasho Sonam Rinchen, Stephen

Couchman and Catherine Smart for the

leadership they have provided to realize

His Majesty’s vision in the Trans Bhutan

Trail. We have been delighted to be the

lead donor and to support it with our

expertise.

Like His Majesty, we see the Trail as

much more than a path. It restores an

important, ancient, cultural treasure

that was lost sixty years ago with the

building of the National Highway. And

provides a platform to promote

national unity, conservation, healthy

living and learning. It will also employ

hundreds of remote villagers who will

be the frontline providers of hospitality

services, guiding and maintenance of

the Trail, itself, for many years to come.

In researching this project I travelled

to several of the great trails in the

world including the Appalachian Trail

and the Camino de Santiago. I am

confident that the Trans Bhutan Trail

joins this very small group of the great

walks in the world. I invite both

Bhutanese and international travellers

to walk it and by doing so learn about

the country, its culture, environment,

history and people. And yourself. 

Tashi Delek,

Building the Trail during the pandemic

has had several unique challenges. We

are particularly grateful to His

Majesty’s Royal Government for the

partnership that deployed more than

700 unemployed workers and made

the 

Like His Majesty, we see the Trail as much

more than a path. It restores an important,

ancient, cultural treasure that was lost sixty

years ago with the building of the National

Highway.

vision a reality, months, if not years

early. Today villagers are walking to

neighboring communities for the first

time in decades and Bhutanese are

planning treks and marathons to parts

and all of its 430km.



With seed funding and technical expertise provided by Bhutan Canada Foundation

(BCF), TBT Organization was established, and Steering Committee formed 

Initial survey and stakeholder engagement

 Expanded scope of work to include Haa to Thimphu section and identified reroutes

to avoid National Highway  

Completed survey and initial clearing of trail (430km) in partnership with De-Suung,

National Land Commission, Forestry, Dzongkhags and Gewogs

Senior Project Director, Marketing Manager and Researcher recruited

 Initiated plans for global marketing strategy and initial Gyalsung program design

Phase I

Based on assessment from April survey, received Nu.20.062m stimulus funding from

Bhutan Government through TCB with additional contribution from BCF

In collaboration with 28 Gewogs, 9 Dzongkhags and Phrumshingla National Park,

trail restoration works started and completed 85%.

700 tourism workers and other individuals impacted by Covid-19 engaged in trail

restoration

Passport and TBT Website developed and awaiting its launch. Branding works

continues on social media platforms.

Phase II

 As we move into Phase III of the project, we are excited to begin active use of the trail by domestic and

international trekkers. Continuing our work with Dzongkhags and Gewogs, we will undertake further enhancements of

the trail and begin to establish trail amenities. We will build awareness of the trail domestically and internationally to

celebrate the TBT as a National treasure and a world-class destination.

We look forward to seeing you on the trail.

A trail such as the TBT is much more than simply a physical pathway. Over the

past year the TBT has surveyed and cleared large sections of the ancient route,

added additional connecting trails, built bridges, benches and shelters. We

have also worked to build a trail community; those individuals and

organizations with skills and passion, who will ensure the long-term

sustainability of the TBT. Since its inception in August, 2019, the following

activities were undertaken:

Senior Project Director,

Trans Bhutan Trail
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Karma Tshering

Founder, Bhutan Sustainable Tourism

Society 

Founding member, Bhutan Sustainable

Tourism Society

Tsewang Nidup

Dorji Dhradhul (Chair)

Director General, Tourism Council of

Bhutan

Kado Zangpo

Director, Ministry of Home and Cultural

Affairs

Alt.Demay Wayzair; Passang Wangchuk

Karma Tshering

Field Director, Bhutan Canada

Foundation

Tshering Choki

Founding member, Bhutan Sustainable

Tourism Society

Kinley Tenzin

Executive Director, Royal Society for the

Protection of Nature

Passang Wangchen Norbu

Advisor, Department of Forest and Park

Services

Rabsel Dorji

ABTO Board Director 

(Stepped down as of Dec. 2020 to take

on role as TBT marketing contractor.) 

Sam Blyth

Founder and Chair, Bhutan Canada

Foundation

Sonam Dorji

Executive Director, Association of Bhutan

Tour Operators

Alt. Tek Bahadur

Tandin Dorji

Chief Planning Officer, De-suung

Sonam Rinchen, 

Senior Project Director (BCF)

Catherine Smart, 

Project Director (BCF)

Stephen Couchman, 

Project Director (BCF)

Pema Drukpa, 

Project Coordinator (TCB)

Jamyang Choden, 

Marketing Manager (BCF)

Tandin Wangmo, 

Researcher (BCF)

The TBT is also grateful to the many individuals who contributed to the trail in 2020 either on contract or through in-kind support.



“Trails connect us to nature and to each other through shared
experiences in the outdoors. In turn we shape and impact trails. The
trails of tomorrow include the trails of yesterday; they need our
continued custodianship as much as we need everything, they give us
from connecting us to nature and culture to enhancing our health and
wellbeing”
– Passang Wangi, elder who hiked the Trans Bhutan Trail



The TBT is deeply grateful to the Dzongkhags along the trail: Haa, Paro, Thimphu, Punakha

Wangdi-Phodrang, Trongsa, Bumthang, Monggar and Trashigang. The Dzongdas and staff

have been immensely supportive and welcoming to the TBT team. As well, Gups from the

following Gewogs and the Director of Phrumsingla National Park, have played a critical role

in facilitating work along the length of the TBT.

“My villagers have already started using the old trail which is revived by the TBT
team and we are really grateful for such initiative. The villagers from Yangner and
Gongthung are using this trail to go to Trashigang when they need to buy goods
which are not available in village shops. The police who have duty in Chakzam also
use the trail when going for duty and while returning to their homes rather than
using the motor roads. Also, the civil servants in Trashigang hike the trail during
weekends with their friends and family.”
- Jamyang Dorji, Samkhar Gup
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Join the TBT Trail Community

Please consider becoming part of the Trans Bhutan Trail Community. Your first step along the path is

to follow our social media and sign up to receive regular blog posts. 

This way you will be among the first to find about trekking opportunities, events and special offers.

If you are interested in sponsorship opportunities, making a donation or trekking the TBT, please

contact us at: 

International: 1 -866-828-7245 or catherine@bhutancanada.org; 

In Bhutan: info@transbhutantrail.bt

‘For me, the idea of restoring our great
grandfather’s footsteps and making all of us
in the current generation feel what they went
through without the motorable road is
simply great. Today, many individuals from
all the over the world enjoy their time with
nature and people. The TBT initiative is right
and timely. We must come up with holistic
approach for trekkers to enjoy their trekking,
for people and communities living along the
TBT to benefit, and to address environmental
conservation.”
- Dr. Kinley Tenzin, Executive Director, Royal
Society for the Protection of Nature

Trans Bhutan Trail

Transbhutantrail

bhutancanada.org
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Partner Organization

Royal Government of

Bhutan

Bhutan Canada Foundation

Trongsa Dzongkhag

Tourism Council of Bhutan

In-Kind (Est.)

TOTAL

Amount

(Nu.m)
Notes

Funding committed to Gewogs. Administered by

TCB

Clearing, bridges, rerouting, drainage and some

picnic and toilet facilities 

~Nu. 4.5m remaining to be utilized in 2021

Staffing and project management

 Survey expeditions, trail development and travel

 Domestic and International Marketing,

Communications and Events

Contribution of BCF Operations in Thimphu and

Toronto

Reconstruction of Bazam and restoration of trail

from Viewpoint to Dzong

Staffing, Administration and office

Coordination of granting to Gewogs

Contributions and services from NLC, Forestry

and others

Support from Dzongkhag and Gewog Admin.

20.06

18.60

5.20

1.13

0.45

45.44

*Note: The Trans Bhutan Trail is a project with several autonomous partners. Each partner has agreed to contribute to specific aspects of the project and is responsible for
maintaining independent financial records as required by law. Details of TBT finances are included in the audited financial statements of each TBT partner.




